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AGCO POWER has been the trusted engine from
generation to generation. We help many of the
world’s leading tractor and farm machinery brands
deliver extreme performance, even in the toughest conditions. Our passion is the key in developing
industry leading engine and power generation solutions that are known for durability and long life spans.
Wherever your equipment happens to be, AGCO’s service network is there to support your operation.
AGCO Power’s diesel engine factory has been operating in Linnavuori, Nokia for more than 75 years. It all
started with a state-owned company that started manufacturing airplane engines during World War II.
The engine factory was founded in 1942 by the Finnish
ministry of defence. For decades we were known as
Valmet, a well-known brand with high quality products.
From 1994 to 2008 we took the familiar name of Sisu
Diesel

Trusted
engine
for over
75 years

With the SISU brand our engines became recognized
as one of the best diesel engines. AGCO acquired the
factory operations in 2004 and today we manufacture
engines to all major AGCO brands all over the world.
AGCO Power is currently one of the leading diesel
engine manufacturers globally. AGCO Corporation, on
the other hand, is one of the largest developers and
manufacturers of agricultural machines. The AGCO
family also includes Valtra, Massey Ferguson and
Fendt tractors. AGCO products and brands are sold in
more than 140 countries.

High expertise for demanding customers
Our customers demand high expertise. Satisfaction
and quality are guaranteed through continuous product
development and professional competence tested over
several decades.

AG-SERIES
DIESEL
GENERATING SETS

AG90, SOUND
ATTENUATED
MODEL

AG90, OPEN/SKID
MODEL

AG-series diesel generator sets can be used for
back-up and primary power. They offer reliability for
example to agriculture, industry, hospitals, data centres, fire and rescue departments as well as water
utilities, power stations and electric plants.
The AG-series includes six generator sets in the power range
60–250 kVA. The generators
are available as open models
for machine rooms and equipment shelters or with sound
attenuated enclosures as readyto-use outdoor models.

Power
where
it is
needed

Power to meet many needs
Power range 60–250 kVA
Open model for machine rooms and equipment
shelter
Sound attenuated enclosure models (canopy)

AGCO POWER diesel engines
Variety of control options to fit every location
High level product development to meet demands
from coldness of Lapland to heat of Africa

Control units
Special attention has been paid to the usability of all
the genset operations. The vast array of control functions are easily accessed through InteliNano, InteliLite and InteliGen control units. The control units also
have the option of remote control operations, including
mobile devices.

Available operating modes:
Manual start
Automatic start after grid failure
Automatic synchronisation / Peak shaving

AGCO POWER
DIESEL PUMP SETS

Fire
protection
is all about
reliability
AGCO POWER
DIESEL PUMP

AGCO Power has made diesel-operated pumps for
over 50 years. Our comprehensive service comprises
design, assembling, assistance in commissioning,
user training, service and spare parts. AGCO Power is
the leading supplier in the field for Finland.

Selection of sprinkler pumps

Products

Diesel and electric pumps for sprinklers are designed
and manufactured to meet the industry norms such as
CEA4001 or EN12845.

Diesel pumps for sprinkler and
fire water systems
Diesel pumps for process and feed
water backup systems
Diesel driven irrigation pumps
Electric pumps for sprinkler and
fire water systems
Jockey pumps
Control panels for electric pumps
Containerized pumping plants

Fire protection is all about reliability. Therefore, the
core of the AGCO Power sprinkler pumps is our own,
renowned engine that is proven to have a long lifetime
and great reliability.

Pumping container
Pumping containers are ready-to-operate pumping
plants built at our factory, and include pumps, pipelines, instrumentation and electrical installation inside
the container.
The equipment is installed in an ISO standard 6 m (20’)
or 12 m (40’) maritime container. If needed, containers
can be heat and sound insulated to meet environmental requirements (temperature, sound). The color of the
container can be chosen freely.

POWER GENERATION
PROJECTS

VP-SERIES, OPEN
MODEL

PE-SERIES

Diesel generating sets in 315 kVA–630 kVA power
range are available in standard models and in customized solutions based on VP-series. The PE-series
800–2000 kVA diesel generating sets are typically
delivered as customized according to customer
requirements. For diesel generators in power range
of 800–2000 kVA we recommend generators with
dual bearings.
A customized diesel generating set generally consists
of same basic components (engine, generator, frame)
as standard models, but for example the control
system may differ from the standard model.

VP-series, 315…630 kVA
Typical uses of VP-series include:
hospitals and other health care centers
fire stations and rescue stations
power companies

nodal points of computer and communication
networks
agriculture
construction sites
back-up power systems of industrial estates
PE-series 800…2000 kVA
Typical uses of PE-series include:
hospitals
fire and rescue stations
power companies
nodal points of communication networks
back-up power systems of large industrial
estates
Our project sales managers will be glad to tell you more
about customized diesel generating solutions.

AGCO POWER
OEM

Reliable
global
partner

AGCO Power is a reliable and efficient partner in
OEM manufacturing. We manufacture power units in
Finland and in China for different brands and markets
globally.
AGCO Power has been an OEM supplier since 2002
when we started manufacturing power packs for rubber tire gantry harbor cranes. Over the years, we have
delivered nearly 2,000 power packs, mainly to produce
electricity but also implemented hydraulic power pack
solutions, to name a few.

Our product development enables mechanical and electrical designs to be tailored to the needs of our customers.
Power pack project can start from a new concept design
or to replace existing model according to your defined
specification data.
In OEM manufacturing, we prefer our highly rated AGCO
Power engines, but we also use several other engine
brands for wide power range and the full range of emission levels.

AGCO POWER
SERVICE

Genuine
AGCO
Parts

Condition for the normal and troublefree operation
of AGCO POWER engines is the usage of genuine
AGCO POWER spare parts and compliance with
AGCO POWER service recommendations. By following this advice significant savings in fuel, lubrication,
spare parts and repair costs are achieved. With the
same, essential reductions in repair times can also
be achieved.
In addition to single spare parts, AGCO Power offers
many solutions for fixing the engine and it’s components. For this purpose we offer special tools and repair
kits. We also provide documentation and instructions
for maintenance and repair.

Genuine AGCO Parts are:

fully tested and manufactured to the original
specification
right fit, first time, every time
value for money
assuring you of reliable peak performance
all year long
the best option to avoid costly machine
malfunctions, damage and even safety hazards
To ensure the validity of the ordered engine / component, customers must clarify the engine serial number
before the enquiry–order phase. This information is
needed to serve customers as effectively as possible.
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AGCO Power constantly carries out product development and reserves the right to make changes in technical specifications and equipment without a separate notice

